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a b s t r a c t

The classification of short hydrogen bonds depends on several factors including the shape and energy
spacing between the nuclear eigenstates of the hydrogen.

Here, we describe the NuSol program in which three classes of algorithms were implemented to solve
the 1D, 2D and 3D time independent nuclear Schrödinger equation. The Schrödinger equation was solved
using the finite differences based Numerov’smethodwhichwas extended to higher dimensions, themore
accurate pseudo-spectral Chebyshev collocation method and the sinc discrete variable representation
by Colbert and Miller. NuSol can be applied to solve the Schrödinger equation for arbitrary analytical
or numerical potentials with focus on nuclei bound by the potential of their molecular environment. We
validated themethods against literature values for the 2DHenon–Heiles potential, the 3D linearly coupled
sextic oscillators and applied them to study hydrogen bonding in the malonaldehyde derivate 4-cyano-
2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione.

With NuSol, the extent of nuclear delocalization in a given molecular potential can directly be calcu-
lated without relying on linear reaction coordinates in 3D molecular space.
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1. Introduction

Hydrogen bonds represent important interactions in inorganic, organic and biomolecules [1]. Intramolecular hydrogen bonds often
connect distant parts of a molecule, thereby stabilizing molecular structure. Of particular interest are short intramolecular O–H· · ·O
hydrogen bonds for their presence in enzyme [2,3] and photo centers [4–7]. The energetics of these bonds is determined by the nuclear
motion of the involved hydrogen atom. Methods suitable to solve the nuclear eigenfunctions of the hydrogen have been around for a long
time in nuclear physics but freely available implementations suitable for molecular potentials are rare. These methods most commonly
rely on – but are not limited to – harmonic oscillator basis functions or plane wave discrete variable representation (DVR), as recently
reviewed by Bulgac et al. [8] and by Light and Carrington [9].

In this work, the Nuclear Solver (NuSol) program is introduced. NuSol enables accurate and reproducible nuclear wave function
calculations of single particles in arbitrary bound analytical or numerically scannedmolecular potentials. Three classes of solvers aremade
available. First, the finite differences approach of Numerov [10,11] was extended to two and three dimensions and implemented. To our
knowledge, no explicit generalization of the Numerovmethod to higher dimensions has been published in the literature other than partial
extensions [12,13]. Second, a high accuracy Chebyshev pseudo-spectral collocation algorithm [14] was implemented which benefits from
the exponential convergence while being more sparse in the center of the grid. In applications with more than one nucleus, this feature
can be beneficial because it is less expensive to calculate the full numerical coupling potential in regions of high nuclear density. Third, the
powerful sinc() discrete variable representation (DVR) by Colbert and Miller [15] was implemented which likely is the method of choice
for most practical NuSol applications for its speed and accuracy.

The NuSol program makes the finite differences based Numerov, the pseudo-spectral Chebyshev method and the sinc() DVR easily
accessible to anyone interested in solving the Schrödinger equation for single nuclei and especially for studying hydrogen bonding via
user defined analytical potentials or scanned molecular potentials from quantum chemical calculations.

2. Methods

2.1. Task

The Numerov method is a solver for the one-dimensional stationary Schrödinger equation. Here, we extend the method to two and
three dimensions and derive the corresponding generalized eigenvalue equations.

2.2. 1D Numerov algorithm

To clarify the notation, we first summarize the one dimensional Numerov method. The method solves the Schrödinger equation

△ψ = −fψ (1)

with

f =
2m
h̄2 (E − V ) (2)

by discretizing the second derivative △ on a grid. The simplest such approximation for the second derivative is

△ψ(x) ≈
ψ(x + h)− 2ψ(x)+ ψ(x − h)

h2
+ O(h4) (3)

where h is the grid spacing and the error term is of order O(h2).
The Numerov algorithm includes higher order terms into this expansion. This is achieved by first adding a forward and backward Taylor

expansion of ψ(x) up to order O(h6), followed by a reinsertion of the identity (1) in order to reduce the fourth order derivative to second
order as

h2
△ψ(x) ≈ ψ(x + h)− 2ψ(x)+ ψ(x − h)+

h4

12
d2(fψ)
dx2

+ O(h6). (4)

As the number of such finite difference terms increases rapidlywith dimensionality, the following shorthand notation for grid point indices
is used:

ψ(xn) = ψn and ψ(xn ± h) = ψn±.
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After rewriting the terms, the Numerov algorithm can be obtained by approximating the second derivative in Eq. (4) with Eq. (3) and
reinserting Eq. (1),

ψn+
− 2ψn + ψn−

= −
h2

12


fn+
ψn+

+ 10fnψn + fn−
ψn−


+ O(h6). (5)

This is the one dimensional numerical stencil for an equally spaced grid of N points and implicit Dirichlet boundary condition at
ψ0 = ψN = 0. When applied to a grid, Eq. (5) is a generalized eigenvalue problem which can efficiently be solved for the lowest
energy eigenvalues and eigenvectors using the FEAST [16,17] or ARPACK-NG1 algorithms. These solvers are more robust than the shooting
method [18] for solving the eigenvalue problem as they do not depend on good initial guess vectors close to the eigenvector of interest. The
FEAST algorithmmakes use of contour integration techniques to find eigenvalueswithin a specified energy range,whereas the ARPACK-NG
routines belong to the class of Krylov subspace methods. The resulting eigenvalues and eigenvectors are the solution of the Schrödinger
equation.

2.3. 2D Numerov algorithm

The two dimensional Numerov method is derived in the following section for the two dimensional Schrödinger equation
d2

dx21
+

d2

dx22


ψ(x1, x2) = −f (x1, x2)ψ(x1, x2), (6)

with f (x1, x2) =
2m
h̄2
(E − V (x1, x2)). The derivation begins analogously to the 1D case by summing the four 2D Taylor expansion around

(x01 ± hx1 , x
0
2 ± hx2) with equal grid spacing in all dimensions h = hx1 = hx2 . Grid points are now indexed using ψn±,k± instead

of ψn±.
Only even powers of h remain while the odd powers cancel,

ψn+,k+ + ψn+,k− + ψn−,k+ + ψn−,k− = 4ψ +
4h2

2!


d2ψ
dx21

+
d2ψ
dx22


+

4h4

4!


d4ψ
dx41

+ 6
d4ψ

dx21dx
2
2

+
d4ψ
dx42


+ O(h6).

The remaining terms are now simplified using Eq. (6) in analogy to the 1D Numerov case,
d4ψ
dx41

+ 2
d4ψ

dx21dx
2
2

+
d4ψ
dx42


= −

d2(fψ)
dx21

−
d2(fψ)
dx22

and the second derivatives are again approximated by the finite difference equation (3). This, again, results inmany similar finite difference
expansion terms involving ψn±,k±. To make the derivation more transparent, a stencil notation is introduced which removes the ψn±,k±
terms and positions the remaining factors according to the stencil indices n±, k± as

a11ψn+,k− +a12ψn+,k +a13ψn+,k+
+a21ψn ,k− +a22ψn ,k +a23ψn ,k+
+a31ψn−,k− +a32ψn−,k +a33ψn−,k+

=

a11 a12 a13
a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33

′

and denoted by dashed matrix parentheses. The remaining fourth order derivative term was expanded and presented in stencil notation
as

h4 d4ψ
dx21dx

2
2

≈

 1 −2 1
−2 4 −2
1 −2 1

′

.

The two dimensional analog to the 1D Numerov is obtained by reinserting all of the above terms which results in

1 4 1
4 −20 4
1 4 1

′

=
−h2

2

 fn+,k
fn,k− 8fn,k fn,k+

fn−,k

′

,

after which the f operator is reinserted. This yields the stencil for the 2D Numerov solver:

− h̄2

mh2

1 4 1
4 −20 4
1 4 1

′

+

 Vn+,k
Vn,k− 8Vn,k Vn,k+

Vn−,k

′

= E

 1
1 8 1

1

′

. (7)

The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of this stencil applied to a 2D grid are again the eigenfunction and energy eigenvalues of the Schrödinger
equation, respectively.

1 https://github.com/opencollab/arpack-ng.

https://github.com/opencollab/arpack-ng
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2.4. 3D Numerov algorithm

The 3D solver is derived in close analogy to the 2D case.
The eight 3D Taylor expansionsψ(x01 ± hx1 , x

0
2 ± hx2 , x

0
3 ± hx3) around (x

0
1, x

0
2, x

0
3)were added up including terms of order h5 or lower.

Most terms cancel, leaving only even powers in h,

ψn+,k+,l+ +ψn−,k+,l+ +ψn+,k−,l+ +ψn+,k−,l−+

ψn+,k+,l− +ψn−,k+,l− +ψn−,k−,l− +ψn−,k−,l+

= 8ψ +
8h2

2!


d2ψ
dx21

+
d2ψ
dx22

+
d2ψ
dx23


+

8h4

4!


d4ψ
d4x1

+
d4ψ
d4x2

+
d4ψ
d4x3


+

48h4

4!


d4ψ

d2x1d2x2
+

d4ψ
d2x1d2x3

+
d4ψ

d2x2d2x3


.

Due to the increased dimensionality, the stencil was sliced into a sum of l−, l and l+ slices to better visualize the tensor elements.
Similar to the 2D case, the derivatives were approximated,

−
1
h2

 3 −4 3
−4 16 −4
3 −4 3

′

l−

+


−4 16 −4
16 −72 16
−4 16 −4

′

l

+

 3 −4 3
−4 16 −4
3 −4 3

′

l+


=


fn,k

′

l−

+

 fn+,k
fn,k− 6fn,k fn,k+

fn−,k

′

l

+


fn,k

′

l+

and the f operator was reinserted into the equation. The final working form of the 3D Numerov solver reads:

−
h̄2

2mh2

 3 −4 3
−4 16 −4
3 −4 3

′

l−

+


−4 16 −4
16 −72 16
−4 16 −4

′

l

+

 3 −4 3
−4 16 −4
3 −4 3

′

l+


+

 Vn,k

′

l−

+

 Vn−,k
Vn,k− 6Vn,k Vn,k+

Vn+,k

′

l

+


Vn,k

′

l+


= E

 1

′

l−

+

 1
1 6 1

1

′

l

+


1

′

l+

 . (8)

2.5. Chebyshev solver

In addition to the Numerov solver, NuSol also implements the exponentially convergent Chebyshev collocation, or pseudo-spectral,
method. A review of the method is provided in the book of Fornberg [19], and a more recent derivation by Mason and Handscomb [14].
In this method, the eigenfunctions of Eq. (1) are approximated by an order N Chebyshev polynomial TN(x) on the interval [−1, 1] and
evaluated at the N + 1 zeros yi of polynomial TN+1(x). The core of the solver is to approximate the differentiation matrix at the collocation
points yi

D =



1
6
(1 + 2N2) −2

1
1 − y1

2
1

1 − y2
· · · 2

(−1)N−1

1 − yN−1
0.5(−1)N

0.5
1

1 − y1
−0.5

y1
1 − y21

−
1

y1 − y2
· · ·

(−1)N−2

y1 − yN−1
0.5
(−1)N−1

1 + y1

−0.5
1

1 − y2
−

1
y2 − y1

0.5
y2

1 − y22
· · ·

(−1)N−3

y2 − yN−1
0.5
(−1)N−2

1 + y2
...

...
...

. . .
...

...

−0.5
(−1)N−1

1 − yN−1

(−1)N−2

yN−1 − y1

(−1)N−3

yN−1 − y2
· · · −0.5

yN−1

1 − y2N−1
−0.5

1
1 + yN−1

−0.5(−1)N −2
(−1)N−1

1 + y1
−2
(−1)N−2

1 + y2
· · · 2

1
1 + yN−1

−
1
6
(1 + 2N2)



.

The differentiation matrix D is inserted into Eq. (1)
− h̄2

2m
D2

+ VyN


ψyN = EψyN (9)

where VyN is a diagonal potential matrix at the collocation points yi. Eq. (9) is a large eigenvalue equation for which the first eigenvectors
and eigenvalues can be solved iteratively. Two and three dimensional solutions are calculated in NuSol via the Kronecker sum of the
differentiation matrix and the unit matrix EN as

D2 = D ⊗ EN + EN ⊗ D
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Table 1
Validation of the 2D NuSol solvers against the Henon–Heiles potential. The eigenvalues for the first 10
eigenstates of the Henon–Heiles potential are shown. Energies for degenerate states are shown were
applicable.

E Reference This work This work This work
Braun [20] Chebyshev N = 50 DVR dh = 0.1 Numerov dh = 0.1

E0 0.998595 Same Same 0.998594
E1 1.990077 Same Same 1.990075

1.990077 Same Same 1.990075

E2 2.956243 Same Same 2.956237
E3 2.985326 Same Same 2.985318

2.985326 Same Same 2.985325

E4 3.925964 Same Same 3.925950
3.925964 Same Same 3.925951

E5 3.982417 Same Same 3.982407
E6 3.985761 Same Same 3.985751
E7 4.870144 Same Same 4.870120
E8 4.898644 Same Same 4.898606

4.898644 4.898645 Same 4.898636

E9 4.986251 Same Same 4.986232
4.986251 Same Same 4.986232

E10 5.817019 5.817020 Same 5.816980
5.817027 5.817028 5.817024 5.816983

D3 = D ⊗ EN ⊗ EN + EN ⊗ D ⊗ EN + EN ⊗ EN ⊗ D. (10)
The potential VyN remains diagonal for higher dimensions.

2.6. sinc() DVR solver

NuSol also implements the sinc() DVR method described by Colbert and Miller [15] which operates on equally spaced grids on the
domain (−∞,∞) like the Numerov algorithm. In contrast to the Numerov algorithm, the method does not truncate the expansion, but
rather describes the finite differences approximation to infinite order using an infinite basis of sinc() functions evaluated at the grid points
analytically. This provides increased accuracy, and the matrix elements

D2
i,i′ =

h̄2(−1)(i−i′)

2mh2


π2/3, i = i′

2
(i − i′)2

, i ≠ i′
(11)

of the D2 matrix from Eq. (9) are easier to calculate. Higher dimensional solvers are constructed using the Kronecker products of Eq. (10).

2.7. Comparison to reference calculations

The accuracy of the discussed Numerov, Chebyshev and DVR implementations was assessed by comparing results with two reference
systems from the literature, the 2D chaotic Henon–Heiles potential and the 3D linearly coupled sextic oscillators.

The Henon–Heiles potential

V (x, y) =
1
2
(x2 + y2)+

1

4
√
5
x

y2 −

1
3
x2

, (12)

was solved on a grid with dimensions x = [−6, 6] and y = [−6, 6] using a grid spacing of ∆h = 0.1 for the Numerov and DVR, and
N = 50 collocation points for the Chebyshev solver. The resulting eigenvalues are shown in Table 1 together with reference solutions
from the Chebyshev–Lanczos algorithm of Braun et al. [20].

The ground and excited state Numerov energies correspond well with their reference values, yielding a relative error of order
10−6–10−5. The Chebyshev and DVR algorithms, as expected, performed significantly better, recovering the results of Braun et al. up
to the last reported digits.

Next, we evaluated the performance of the solvers for amore realistic three dimensional coupledmodel system. To this end, the energy
eigenvalues of the tree linearly coupled sextic oscillator system with the potential

V (x, y, z) =
1
2
x2 + 2x4 +

1
2
x6 +

1
2
y2 + 2y4 +

1
2
y6 +

1
2
z2 + 2z4 +

1
2
z6 + xy + yz + xz

were calculated. All solutions were obtained using a grid with dimensions x = [−4, 4], y = [−4, 4], z = [−4, 4] at varying numbers of
grid and collocation points N in the range of N = 15 to N = 40. Here, N = 40 requires 64.000 grid points which roughly corresponds
to the largest grid sizes feasible when the potentials are scanned using quantum chemical methods. Fig. 1 shows the relative errors
|Ecalc − Eref .|/Eref . of eigenstates E0, E4 and E9 with respect to their reference values. The reference values were again taken from the
high accuracy Chebyshev–Lanczos results reported by Braun et al. [20]. The results show the slow but predictable convergence behavior
of the Numerov solver which robustly recovers the first few digits of the reference solution already at sparse grid resolutions of N ≈ 25.
However, the superior convergence of the Chebyshev and especially the DVR implementation clearly outperforms the Numerov method.
Only in the narrow window of N < 25 and for high excited states, does Numerov perform better than the Chebyshev method due to the
low collocation point density at the center of the potential. In summary, the sinc() DVR was found superior in all tested cases.
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Fig. 1. Coupled 3D Sextic Oscillators Scaling. The relative errors of eigenvalues E0 (top), E4 (middle) and E9 (bottom) are shown for the Numerov [filled green circle],
Chebyshev [filled yellow square]methods and sinc()DVR [blue lines]. Reference valueswere taken from thehigh accuracy Chebyshev–Lanczos calculations of Braun et al. [20].

Fig. 2. Application of NuSol to 4-cyano-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione. NuSol was used to calculate the Boltzmannweighted eigenstates of the uncoupled individual
atoms for a temperature of 20 K. The figure shows the molecular structure in stick representation with overlayed wave function densities (left). The 20 K neutron scattering
OTREP∗ plot of Belot et al. [21] is shown for reference (right).
Source: ∗ Reprinted (Fig. 1) ‘OTREP plot of the neutron structure’ with permission from J. Phys. Chem. B, 2004, 108 (22), pp 6922–6926 http://dx.doi.org/10.1021jp0496710.
© 2015, American Chemical Society.

2.8. Application to O–H· · ·O hydrogen bonds

In the previous section, two model systems were solved to assess the accuracy of the implemented algorithms. We now focus on
the application of NuSol, the solution of the nuclear Schrödinger equation for molecular potentials obtained from quantum chemical
calculations. In the following, themalonaldehyde derivative, 4-cyano-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione as characterized by Belot et al.
[21], was studied.

Belot et al. suggested a low-barrier double-well hydrogen bond (LBDWHB) for hydrogen H(1). This bond type was defined for double
well potentials with an energy barrier of approximately 6 kJ/mol. The ground state wave functionwas described to be bimodal and located
just below the energy barrier. A small energy gap to the excited state above the barrier would allow for significant thermal occupation and
therefore delocalization into the center of the potential. Here, NuSol was used to calculate the corresponding H(1) nuclear wave functions
and energies in order to compare them to this definition of a LBDWHB.

NuSol was used to solve the nuclear Schrödinger equation for each atom individually. A set of scans was performed on cubic grids
located at the nuclear positions reported by Belot et al. A cubic grid with a length of 2.4 Bohr and N = 25 grid points per dimension was
used. The proton mass in Hartree atomic unitsmp/me was taken from the NIST CODATA Internationally recommended 2014 values of the
fundamental physical constantsdatabase [22]. The resulting nuclear eigenvectors (Fig. 2) are shown as Boltzmannweighted superpositions
corresponding to a temperature of 20 K. As can already be seen in this first sparse scan, the malonaldehyde derivative has a symmetric
shared hydrogen bond located at position H(1) which is also visible in the OTREP plot of Belot et al. shown as reference.

Next, the grid resolution of atom H(1) was increased to obtain a more accurate description of the potential. A dense ∆h = 0.05
Bohr spaced grid was used with dimensions x = [−1.0, 1.0], y = [−0.5, 1.1], z = [−0.85, 0.85] Bohr and N = 41 × 33 × 35 grid-
/collocation-points. The nuclear coordinates were not optimized prior to the grid scan for better reproducibility in future works. However,
the error introduced by this choice of slightly asymmetric experimental coordinateswas assessed in an additional scan on the symmetrized
geometry, see SI for details. All calculationswere performed using the long-range and dispersion correctedwB97XD [23,24] DFT functional
and a 6−31+G∗∗ basis set as implemented in the GAUSSIAN09 [25] program. Fig. 3 (bottom) shows a two dimensional slice of the H(1)
double well potential. The dotted line follows the minimum energy pathway across the barrier of the double well which is plotted above.
The energy barrier was previously calculated at the B3LYP level of theory by Hargis et al. [26] to be 1.59 kJ/mol and afterwards scaled to
4.27 kJ/mol using a correction factor. In this work, a barrier height of 2.64 kJ/mol was calculated for the unoptimized coordinates.

Using the three dimensional potential described above, Numerov, Chebyshev and DVR energies and wave functions were calculated.
The lowest ten energies are shown in Table 2 together with the first three Numerov eigenvectors. Three important features are visible.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1021jp0496710
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Fig. 3. Potential of the minimum energy pathway of H(1) minimum energy pathway through the 3D double well potential of hydrogen H(1) is shown in the x–y-plane at
z = 0.0 (bottom) together with the energy barrier along the path (top). The coordinate systemmatches that of Fig. 2 and the origin is located at the central position between
the two oxygens O(1) and O(2). Color filled circles (bottom) indicate the positions of the energy values of the double well potential (top).

Table 2
H(1) Eigenfunction and Eigenvalues. The eigenvalues for the first ten eigenstates of
the H(1) were calculated with the Numerov, Chebyshev and DVR method. Figures
E0 , E1 , E2 (top) depict the first three Numerov eigenfunctions in the pastel color po-
tential contour lines. Prior to the calculations, the Chebyshev potential energy grid
was shifted to the minimum of the Numerov/DVR grid.

[Hartree] Numerov DVR Chebyshev

E0 0.009039419 0.009041598 0.009065707
E1 0.012672791 0.012677814 0.012731550
E2 0.014669929 0.014677108 0.014752613
E3 0.016693694 0.016710929 0.016875048
E4 0.017737312 0.017749351 0.017876106
E5 0.019376101 0.019387952 0.019502058
E6 0.020383723 0.020414260 0.020695568
E7 0.020744253 0.020770146 0.021022052
E8 0.021958508 0.021982862 0.022220025
E9 0.023057705 0.023097686 0.023476907

First, the ground state wave function with energy E0,Numerov = 23.7 kJ/mol is single modal and located well above the energy barrier of
2.6 kJ/mol. Second, the spacing between E0 and E1 is larger than the thermal energy E = kBT available to the system at 300 Kwhich results
in a ground state occupation of ≈98%. Third, the independently calculated Numerov/DVR and Chebyshev ground state energies lie within
only∆E = 0.07 kJ/mol of each other despite the differences in the underlying methods.

Within the level of approximation of our calculations, the suggested definition of a LBDWHB with a ground state energy closely below
the barrier and significant thermal occupation into excited states above the barrier was not observed. Instead, a single modal ground state
wave functionwas identified in a low barrier doublewell potential which lies far above the energy barrier with a large excited state energy
gap. We can conclude that the NuSol results for H(1) are consistent with a low barrier double well hydrogen bond but the ground state
energy was found to be above the barrier.

3. Program description

The NuSol program reads all run parameters from a config file provided by the user in a command line call:

Listing 1: Program call in Bash

python NuSol . py config . c fg

An interactive install script is located in the main NuSol folder which checks and installs the required dependencies. An annotated
config_example.cfg is provided in the NuSol folder which describes the program commands. The config parser feeds the user input to
the NuSol program as illustrated in the NuSol flow diagram of Fig. 4. Four solvers can be selected, the primitive O(h2) solver of Eq. (3),
the Numerov solvers of Eqs. (5), (7), (8), the Chebyshev solver described in Eq. (9) and the DVR method described in Eq. (11). The user can
either specify an analytical potential or provide a Numpy object for a scanned molecular potential.
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Fig. 4. Simple NuSol program overview. A user specified config file is parsedwhich in return creates the NuSolmatrices corresponding to the specifiedmethod and potential
parameters. The NuSol matrices are solved using the Numpy ARPACK-NG interface but can be changed to FEAST for parallel calculations.

Listing 2: NuSol Config Method and Potential Selection

# Method : Pr imi t ive , Numerov , DVR
# Chebyshev , Chebyshev_Write_Grid_Only
METHOD : Numerov

# Read zero s h i f t e d POTENTIAL
# in numpy format . npy [ Hartree ]
POTENTIAL_PATH : . / harmonicOscil lator . npy

# (OPTIONAL ) user de f ined ana l y t i c a l po t en t i a l
# Overr ides po t en t i a l s p e c i f i e d in POTENTIAL \ _PATH
# numpy func t ions are supported via np . func t ion ( )
USER_FUNCTION : 0.5 ∗ (np . power(x , 2 . ) + np . power(y , 2 . ) )

# Number o f e igenva lues to ca l cu l a t e
N_EVAL : 10

Further config parameters set the grid dimensions NDIM and particle properties which are described in more detail in the annotated
example_config.cfg file. In the simplest case of NDIM=1, the Numerov/DVR grids are evenly spaced with NGRIDX points on the closed
interval [XMIN, XMAX]. Higher grid dimensions are treated analogously. If the Chebyshev method is specified, the user defined grid is
mapped onto the closed interval [−1, 1]usingNGRIDXunevenly spaced collocation points. Prior to a Chebyshev calculation, the collocation
grid can bewritten to disk by specifying Chebyshev_Write_Grid_Only in theMETHODS section. In case the POTENTIAL_PATHoption is used,
the molecular potential needs to be scanned at these exact grid points beforehand. Each run will calculate N_EVAL lowest eigenvalues and
eigenvectors.

The diagonalization of the NuSol Numerov matrices generated from the config parameters can either be performed using the build
in Numpy ARPACK-NG interface, or the external FEAST library. The FEAST interface can handle very large sparse matrices on multiple
processors but requires the proprietary Intel MKL library, which may not be available for all users. Therefore, the default solver is
ARPACK-NG and FEAST is only used if the Numerov method is specified and the Intel MKL is found in the LD_LIBRARY_PATH system
variable.

The eigenvectors and eigenvalues are written to disk in the user defined locations EIGENVALUES_OUT and EIGENVECTORS_OUT.

Listing 3: NuSol Config Output Files

EIGENVALUES_OUT : . / eval . dat
EIGENVECTORS_OUT: . / evec . dat

3.1. Example runs

The examples/folder in the NuSol directory contains config files for the Henon–Heiles potential, the 3D coupled sextic oscillator, the
scanned 4-cyano-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione H(1) potential and the 1D/2D/3D harmonic oscillator. The execution times for
these examples may be several hours, depending on the method and the machine performance. An example script which processes the
output is provided in the examples/visualization folder.

4. Conclusions

Three general purpose grid solvers for the bound 1D/2D/3D stationary Schrödinger equation were implemented and derived where
appropriate. The implementations were validated against the chaotic Henon–Heiles potential and the 3D coupled sextic oscillators with
accuraciesmatching those from reference literature values for the Chebyshev andDVR results.While the extension of theNumerovmethod
to higher dimensions serves to illustrate the advantages of (pseudo)-spectral methods, the practical use for the method is likely to be
limited. In contrast, the Chebyshev and DVR implementations provide a robust, efficient, and accurate tool for the calculation of three
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Table A.1
H(1) DVR Eigenvalues— symmetricmolecule. Energies for the first ten DVR eigenstates of theH(1) atom
in the symmetrized molecular structure are shown (left). Energies obtained from the Belot et al. [21]
experimental structure (center) and the absolute energy difference between the two representations
(right) are shown.

State EDVR symmetric (Hartree) EDVR of Table 2 (Hartree) ∆E (kJ/mol)

E0 0.008931791 0.0090415984 −0.3
E1 0.013688026 0.0126778148 2.6
E2 0.014530720 0.0146771085 −0.4
E3 0.016915332 0.0167109298 0.5
E4 0.018690721 0.0177493514 2.5
E5 0.020202596 0.0193879520 2.1
E6 0.021209330 0.0204142601 2.1
E7 0.021510645 0.0207701462 1.9
E8 0.022331278 0.0219828627 0.9
E9 0.024159172 0.0230976863 2.8

Table A.2
Optimized structure of 4-cyano-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione. Coordi-
nates from the optimized symmetric Z-matrix of 4-cyano-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-
3,5-heptanedione at the ωB97XD/6-31+G∗∗ level of theory, corrected for small
numerical deviations.

Type x (Å) y (Å) z (Å)

N 0.000 2.687 0.000
C 0.000 1.525 0.000
C 0.000 0.102 0.000
C −1.229 −0.630 0.000
C 1.229 −0.630 0.000
O −1.173 −1.902 0.000
O 1.173 −1.902 0.000
C −2.624 −0.004 0.000
C 2.624 −0.004 0.000
C −2.809 0.856 −1.267
C 2.809 0.856 1.267
C −2.809 0.856 1.267
C 2.809 0.856 −1.267
C −3.683 −1.116 0.000
C 3.683 −1.116 0.000
H −2.719 0.261 2.180
H 2.719 0.261 2.180
H −2.086 1.674 1.311
H 2.086 1.674 1.311
H 3.814 1.291 −1.251
H 3.814 1.291 1.251
H −2.086 1.674 −1.311
H 2.086 1.674 −1.311
H 2.721 0.258 −2.179
H −2.721 0.258 −2.179
H −3.811 1.295 −1.251
H −3.811 1.295 1.251
H 3.600 −1.758 −0.883
H 3.600 −1.758 0.883
H −3.600 −1.758 −0.883
H −3.600 −1.758 0.883
H −4.675 −0.653 0.000
H 4.675 −0.653 0.000
H −0.096 −2.145 0.000

dimensional nuclear wave functions. In practice, the errors between different DFT functionals will often be larger than the differences in
the implemented solvers.
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Appendix. Supporting information

Weassessed the error of using the slightly asymmetric coordinates of Belot et al. [21] by optimizing the structure in an internal Z-matrix
representation at the ωB97XD/6-31+G∗∗ level of theory prior to the potential scan. Beyond the optimization, all details of the calculation
were as described in the manuscript. The barrier height of the symmetrized molecule is 0.3 kJ/mol compared to 2.6 kJ/mol obtained for
the experimental coordinates (see Tables A.1 and A.2).
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